
The Guy 
Code for 
Luxury

ward-winning designer Christopher Guy 
Harrison is the founder and CEO of the 
luxury outfitting brand Christopher Guy. 
Born in Britain, raised in Spain and France, 
Christopher’s international background 
helps him view the world through a critically 
constructive eye. Christopher, who now resides 
in Singapore, continually transcends each such 
inspiration drawn from his travels into his 

Christopher Guy started with 
a clear objective – to make 
uniquely beautiful decorative 
furnishings that appeal to an 
international audience

A
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SHOWCASE

Text : Smitha Sadanandan                                           

Dauphine Bed, Midus Lamp, 
Mademoiselle Vitrine Cabinet

Camilla Mirror

Photo : Ace Maison & Christopher Guy store



designs – sometimes, interpreting small traditional 
pieces in new ways and at other times, adding small 
carved details to elegant pieces. Timeless elegance, 
rich in glamour define Christopher Guy designs 
as they transcend the boundaries between the 
traditional and the modern. 

DESIGN PHILOSOPHY
From an early age, Christopher was fascinated with 
elegance. At 16, he worked with his stepfather to 
embark on their first building project – their very 
own home in the South of France, which ignited 
the sparks of passion of design, with his stepfather 
as a key source of inspiration. Christopher’s first 
creations were brought to life in the mid-90s when 
he set out to create the world’s most fabulous and 
largest mirror frame collection under the name 
of Harrison & Gil. To produce this repertoire of 
beautiful pieces, Christopher bought a parcel of 
land in Central Java, Indonesia and began designing 
and building his workshops in 1999.Following the 
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Christopher Guy’s signature 
design includes Exquisite pieces 
of furniture incorporating 
the signature and exclusively 
patented ‘Chris-X’ design 
element as well as the ‘Silk-cut’ 
detail are a few of the luxurious 
things that the new store offers 
discerning buyers.

‘
De Stijl Bed, Mirror, Lange Table Lamp De Stijl Bed, Mirror, Lange Table Lamp 

De Stijl Bed 



phenomenal success of the mirror frame business, the 
core philosophy of creating beautiful, original mirror 
designs was carried through to a growing range of 
luxury furnishings and accessories collection. In 2006, 
the company, which comprised of both the original 
mirror frame line and new furnishings range, was 
renamed Christopher Guy. 

The Christopher Guy workshop in Central Java 
today covers one million square feet of land built 
amidst lush Javanese forest. Ace Maison, marketers 
of some of the world’s finest luxury furniture brands, 
deals with Christopher Guy Flagship in India. The 
store, at Hyatt Regency, New Delhi, spread across 
4000 sq. ft., showcases luxurious dining, living and 
bedroom concepts.
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The colour palate includes 
tones of fauns and beige, 
creamy yellows and peach 
with splashes of red and lilac, 
against the predominantly 
neutral and white hues

‘
Feraud Chairs

Le Regard Wall Piece, Triomphe Chandelier, Cliche Chair


